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HERS (home Energy Rating System)
Technical Manual
This fully updated, comprehensive reference will
guide you step-by-step in applying the principles of
energy engineering and management to the design of
electrical, HVAC, utility, process and building systems
for both new and retrofit projects. You will learn how
to do an energy analysis of any system. Detailed
presentations cover electrical system optimization,
state-of-the-art lighting and lighting controls, thermal
storage, cogeneration, HVAC system optimization,
HVAC and building controls, and computer
technologies. The fifth edition includes a new chapter
covering codes, standards and legislation, as well as a
new chapter on compressed air systems. You'll also
find coverage on use of innovative third party
financing mechanisms such as performance
contracting to implement energy cost reduction
measures. The text is thoroughly illustrated with
tables, graphs, diagrams, and sample problems with
worked-out solutions.

Solar Energy Update
Now there is a comprehensive reference to provide
tools on implementing an energy audit for any type of
facility. Containing forms, checklists and handy
working aids, this book is for anyone implementing an
energy audit. Accounting procedures, rate of return,
analysis and software programs are included to
provide evaluation tools for audit recommendations.
Technologies for electrical, mechanical and building
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systems are covered in detail.

HERS (home Energy Rating System)
Regulations
Home Energy Rating System Regulations
Handbook of Energy Engineering
Homemade Money
The Energy Index
Handbook of Energy Engineering, Sixth
Edition
Energy Research Abstracts
ASHRAE Transactions
The Publishers' Trade List Annual
Home Energy Rating
System
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A world list of books in the English language.

Residential Ventilation Handbook:
Ventilation to Improve Indoor Air Quality
Mold, radon, and poor indoor air quality have made it
into the news and into home insurance policies and
builders' liability insurance

Recent Publications on Governmental
Problems
The Cumulative Book Index
Handbook on Energy Audit and
Environment Management
Development Information Abstracts
The Sixth Edition of Residential Energy has been
updated the content to reflect the evolving best
practices for the diagnosis, retrofit, maintenance, and
energy management of residential buildings. Written
with a "simple measures are the most effective"
approach, have strived to improve this edition as
readers strive to understand and improve the
buildings with which they work.

Fundamentals of Energy Engineering
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The Residential Energy Audit Manual
The Residential Energy Audit Manual
This book helps homeowners and renters sort through
the bewildering array of new and old technology. In
no-nonsense prose it explains how to save money and
the environment-how to improve energy efficiency
and your standard of living.

Energy Research Abstracts
Home Audit Program
What You Need to Know About the Environment

Government Reports Annual Index
Released on 24 Aug 2006, by Shri Sushil Kumar
Shinde, Hon'ble Union Minister of Power, Govt. of
India, the handbook presents a detailed account of
energy conservation and environmental management
in small, medium as well as large enterprises. It is a
must-read for every professional interested in energy
management and auditing.

Energy Audit of Building Systems
This guide presents an updated evaluation of sources
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- from reports & journals to bibliographies & reviews for engineering information. Topics covered include
energy technology, nuclear power engineering, fluid
mechanics & fluid power systems, design &
ergonomics, biomedical engineering, & more.

The Energy saver's handbook
Wood 'n Energy
Energy efficiency of buildings in cities
Green Energy Audit of Buildings
Increasing awareness of energy use-and waste-places
additional onus on building managers, operators, and
engineers, already bearing considerable responsibility
for operating cost containment. Fortunately, research,
technological developments, and practical experience
provide a number of procedures and techniques that
can make a significant impact on a building's energy
use and expense. Energy Audit of Building Systems
offers a systematic, engineering approach to a wide
range of measures and opportunities for saving
energy and reducing operating costs in both
residential and commercial buildings. The author first
provides general tools and procedures for performing
building energy audits, including economic analysis,
utility rate structures, and building energy simulation.
His focus then turns to various subsystems, exploring
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the techniques and technologies that can reduce
energy use or operating costs. Each chapter includes
simplified calculation methods used to evaluate the
effectiveness of various efficiency measures. Other
books on energy efficiency and management are
either out of date or offer only qualitative descriptions
of energy conservation measures. Energy Audit of
Building Systems incorporates the latest energy
efficiency technologies, precise calculation
procedures, and virtual step-by-step guidelines on
evaluating, analyzing, and improving upon energy
efficiency in buildings.

Home Energy Rating System (HERS)
Technical Manual
Energy Update
Information Sources in Engineering
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact,
Slight Shelfwear,may have the corners slightly
dented, may have slight color changes/slightly
damaged spine.

Energy Audit of Building Systems
Information America
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Residential Energy
Buildings account for almost half of total primary
energy use and related greenhouse emissions
worldwide. Although current energy systems are
improving, they still fall disappointingly short of
meeting acceptable limits for efficiency. Well-trained
energy auditors are essential to the success of
building energy efficiency programs—and Energy
Audit of Building Systems: An Engineering Approach,
Second Edition updates a bestselling guide to helping
them improve their craft. This book outlines a
systematic, proven strategy to employ analysis
methods to assess the effectiveness of a wide range
of technologies and techniques that can save energy
and reduce operating costs in residential and
commercial buildings. Useful to auditors, managers,
and students of energy systems, material is organized
into 17 self-contained chapters, each detailing a
specific building subsystem or energy efficiency
technology. Rooted in established engineering
principles, this volume: Explores state-of-the-art
techniques and technologies to reduce energy
consumption in buildings Lays out innovative energy
efficiency technologies and strategies, as well as
more established methods, to estimate energy
savings from conservation measures Provides several
calculation examples to outline applications of
methods To help readers execute and optimize real
building energy audits, the author presents several
case studies of existing detailed energy audit reports.
These include results from field testing, building
energy simulation, and retrofit analysis of existing
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buildings, with recommendations based on sound
economic analysis. Examining various subsystems,
such as lighting, heating, and cooling systems, it
provides an overview of basic engineering methods
used to verify and measure actual energy savings
attributed to energy efficiency projects. The author
presents simplified calculation methods to evaluate
their effectiveness and ultimately improve on them.
Ideal either as a professional reference or a text for
continuing education courses, this book fortifies
readers’ understanding of building energy systems,
paving the way for future breakthroughs.

Handbook of Energy Audits
Energy Abstracts for Policy Analysis
Illinois Energy Conservation Plan Report
Retrofit Right
Includes all works deriving from DOE, other related
government-sponsored information and foreign
nonnuclear information.

Green Essentials
Sections 1-2. Keyword Index.--Section 3. Personal
author index.--Section 4. Corporate author index.-Section 5. Contract/grant number index, NTIS
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order/report number index 1-E.--Section 6. NTIS
order/report number index F-Z.

Building Industry Technology
Energy audits have multiple goals including reducing
energy consumption, managing costs and
environmental impact. Improving the energy
performance of existing buildings through energy
retrofit measures is a great opportunity for
developing sustainability in our structures and
developing a green building economy. Green Energy
Audit of Buildings considers this opportunity with a
new and modern interpretation of the classic
methodologies. This comprehensive guide to green
energy audits integrates energy audit and LEED®
methodologies to focus on energy and environment
as strategic elements. In addition to these
methodologies, Green Energy Audit of Buildings
includes 45 check-list for field surveys and 97
technical sheets of possible energy retrofit actions
that can be applied to existing real-world cases.
Covering both the technical and economical points of
view, Green Energy Audit of Buildings provides a
comprehensive understanding and method for
analyzing buildings and facilities in order to promote
sustainability. Engineers, architects, energy assessors
and mangers in charge of building maintenance will
all find this a key reference as well as lecturers,
students and researchers looking to develop their
understanding of sustainable buildings.
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